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Work Package: Cooler
1. Subsystem Progress Since Project Inception

FM SPIRE and PACS delivered.

2. Subsystem Progress This Month
- FM1 (SPIRE) and FM2 (PACS) : Delivered.
- PACS – Level 0 Interface : All sets delivered to MPE. Technical note updated and sent
FS PACS and SPIRE: EIDP (incl. tests reports, etc…) almost done. Screw lock problem: Parts mounted on HS evap
I/F (SPIRE FM3 (FS)). Both units cleaned, visually checked (include check with UV lamp) and packed. Ready for
delivery.
3. Problem Areas Remedial Action

4. Engineering Activities

5. Design Changes

6. PA/QA Activities
General QA management.
7. Subsystem Management Issues
None
8. Actions Requiring Immediate Attention
SBT documents approval by SPIRE and PACS projects
9. Status of Previous Actions
None
10. Activities Yet to be Achieved

11. Milestones Status
Spring 2006
Summer 2006
Spring 2007

FS final assembly
FS acceptance program
FS delivery

Done
Done
EIDP in progress

12. Schedule Changes

13. Joke of the Month
Men       versio      n
One day a genie appeared to a man and offered to grant him one wish.
the man said:” I wish you'd build a bridge from here to Hawaii so I could drive there anytime"
The genie frowned" I don't know. It sounds like quite an undertaking,” he said. "Just think of the logistics. The supports
required reaching the bottom of the ocean, the concrete, and the steel! Why don't you pick something else?"
The man thought for a while and then said, "Okay, I wish for a complete understanding of women- what they are
thinking, why they cry. I wish I knew how to make a woman truly happy".
The genie was silent for a minute, then said

"So how many lanes did you want on that bridge?"

For       equality       purpose       –        Women       version
One day a genie appeared to a woman and offered to grant her one wish.
the woman said:” I wish you'd build a bridge from here to Hawaii so I could drive there anytime"
The genie frowned" I don't know. It sounds like quite an undertaking,” he said. "Just think of the logistics. The supports
required reaching the bottom of the ocean, the concrete, and the steel! Why don't you pick something else?"
The woman thought for a while and then said, "Okay, I wish for a complete understanding of men- what they are
thinking, why they are always trying to prove themselves. I wish I knew how to make a man truly happy".
The genie was silent for a minute, then said

"So how many lanes did you want on that bridge?"
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